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her initial profession was dancing and modeling. she started her modeling career at the age of 19. she was working in
different advertising campaigns including a few french ones. kress has modeled for brands like absolut, belvedere, kiko,

chanel, frapi, j. crew, kérastase and many others. however, she didn't make it big in this field as she wants. she was paid only
$1500 to the end of her modeling career. kress married her first husband at the age of 20 in 2000, just three years after they

met. during their marriage, shanna was a mother to her first child and a stepmother to her stepson. the couple got divorced at
the age of 21. then, she met thibault garcia when she was 24. she worked for his modeling agency and fell in love with him at

first sight. the couple has been going for a long time and later in 2014, they got married. the newlyweds then stayed in the
usa together until he left to paris in 2015. in 2017, the couple got separated. shanna has been facing divorce issues with her
second husband since then. during her childhood, shanna kress first started dancing and singing at her parents house. at the
age of six, her father mr. cress walked out of their home because he wanted to start a new life for his family. he was aware
that shanna was a singer and dancer and he wanted to start a new life for his family. that's when he thought of taking his

daughter and her mother dominique cress away to los angeles. however, it did not go well with dominique as she had a lot of
debts. shanna had to go to her father's house. her father had to beg for her to return.
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her fiancee was angry because of this and he threatened to file a lawsuit against shanna, so she
immediately apologized to him and also promised that she will not do any other such thing in future.

but, there were rumors that she is pregnant with his child. so, if you want to know more about
shanna kress’s past and her personal life. then you can check out her official web page. as we said
shanna has appeared in reality shows like million dollar baby and plus belle la vie. in 2012 shanna

got an important role in a series named the game. the game is a three-part docu-series, which
follows the lives of six women competing for a college football scholarship. in the series she played
the role of a college cheerleader, who falls for a man that also plays the game. in the same year,
shanna was a part of a reality show called naughty by nature. the show is a music reality show
where various acts get to perform live in front of a webcam and try to capture the attention of

viewers. in this series, shanna performed in a variety of numbers. she has also appeared in a video
of plus belle la vie. in 2014, shanna was nominated for an mtv movie award for best female

performance for her role in the movie the heart’s a rebel. in the same year, shanna also played in a
video of the reality show called big rich texas. shanna kress has a son named benny and a daughter
named indigo. shanna is in the business of singing and dancing. she performed in various live shows

and released her first single in 2013 named 24/7 apart. since then she has not released any other
songs. in 2015 she released a dance music song called trouble in paradise. 5ec8ef588b
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